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not the theme...sort of.

The above theme was made for firefox without a doubt, all the templates for the theme do have IE
templates as well though. Due to the sites use of transparencies and multiple layers, using a version
of IE 5.5 or less is strongly not recommended. If for what ever reason your work does not allow for
upgrading to IE 7, I would suggest that gold members change themes if you are unable to use firefox
or IE 7. 
When testing this site on 3 different computers with both Firefox and IE. (one of the computers had
IE 5.0. I experienced no problems with the exception of the Problem Dark Wanderer pointed out with
the fan fiction section that has been repaired. ) I would also suggest that people increase their temp
files cache and clear cookies and temp file regularly.

LocalHero, we are doing a lot of work behind the scenes and are reseting the default theme quite a
bit while we are testing site bugs, this is probably why it wants you to keep the default. 

Every once in awhile the site gets a hicup and will resort to your last know theme. as with any gold
member just reselect the them you want with the check mark box of Alway use this theme. you may
have to repeat a couple times for it to save in the dataase for some reason. 

Wasmith, the problem was not with the theme but with one of the modules we thought was repaired.
The HM calendar has been taken offline again and you should be able to access your account once
again and change your avatar.
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